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TRUSTEES AND MISSIONS OF ARIZONA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Richard C. Richardson, jr.

The historian, Heilbron ner, has suggested that our ability tb understand the

future "without succumbing to false hopes of an equally false despaii-" rests

with our ability to understand- the "grand, dynaEnic or history" which

.represents both the means through which progress painfully won in the past
?

is trampled underfoot and the means by" which a base is built for future
progress: (Heilbronner, 1961). What are the historic forces that raised theI

comtnunit4y college to' prominence durin4) the past two decades and which now

threaten to "tramples underfoot" Ame of the 'pi-ogress, so plinftilly won? How

can trustees contribute

progress is secured?-
"a

ocess through which the base for future.

In 1961 there were 405 publIc two-year colleges enrolling just under 645,000
.4

students. By .19801the niimber of colleges had nearly tripled and enrollments

had increas 'ed to .neatly 5 million. During this same Period a system of

community colleges was created for the State of Atizona4'and grew from two

campuses and less than 10,000 students to twenty campuses and more than

100:000 studenthi. (pernhart, 1981) ,Clearly, community colleges have played

a .critical ,role in helping the nation respond to many of "the, greatest external

*\ forces of the past two decades", including the domestic con*uences of

the "tidal wave" of students that followed the "baby boom" after

World War II, the new affluence and thek. civil rights movem ent. (Carnegie

Couneil on' Policy Studies in Higher Education, 1980)
.

For each of these forces, the community follege was. the right institution in

the right place at the right time because of the way 'it s, leaders chose to
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define and implement it s mission. The rewards /were rapid growth in
enrollinents and an equally rapid expansitin of miss' During the past five
years, trustees and colleges administrators have ontinued' to pursue the

.
formula for success -of the past two decades under circumstances which

increasingly suggest the need for a reexamination of community college mission

and priorities to determine whether adjustments in the formula are required ifft

community colleges are to have the same success in the next twenty years as
they hue enjoyed in ,the past. How have external forces of the past
contributed to community college Success and what adjustments may be
required to adapt to .the emerging trends of the Eighties?

Following Heilbronner's thesis, we should expect to find forces which threaten

the success' of. the present as a prerequisite to the changes' that must occur

to pave the way fort success of the future. In :1968, Jencks and Reisman in

the Academic Revolution identified two such forces. ComMunity colleges*, they

wrote, despite their rejection of many conventibnal* academic- practices, -had

turned out to . be simply one more part of the) .larger. academic system,. As

such, they became a safety valve releasing preksures which otherwise might
hate, compelled u iversities to be mare responsive to

clientele. (Jencks' d Reisman)* 1968).. Later, writing

point of thei student movement of the early Sev.enties

the new student

from the vantage,

this criticism was

extended by such authors as Karabel into a gOeral criticism that community

colleges supporthd the status quo rattier th4i promoting upward social'
mobility. . (karabel, 1974) While there may be'sokne truth in this Criticism,

.his sir become evident that community, colleges support the status quo lets
rigorously than other types of colleges and for that reason alone deserve

,

support. However, their rejection of 'conventional 'acade'mi'c practices has led

to problems of iiiag,e and, currently, to confOsion about mission.
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A ond, and less frequently quoted criticism of Jenckt-aiid Reisman, has .

gre implications ,for the next decak. Two year colleges enrolled many
it I

students whci- would not otherwise go to college. A larger percentage of those

woad never earn any degree. The cost of educating freshmen of transfer

piograms was not significantly different in community colleges, than it was in

four year institutions . One result As torincrease both absolute expenditures

and the. cost per college graduate. . During a. decade when community colleges

still enrolled a relatively modest share of lower division students and higher

education, as the means of remedying past discrimination, represented a top
.priority for, public policy the phenomenon of increased costs for uncertain

results was not a major concern. In today's world, however:, the pOsssibilty
Y

that we may. be paying more to produce less has become a central issue in the: .>

public policy debate on support for postsecondary education. Adding to the

magnitude of the problem has been the success of community colleges in

attracting new clientele. No longer are community colleges minor players in

the competition for state tax dollars.
a

Accompanying concerns about fiscal constraints has bee9 a shift in emphagis

*between meritocracy and access as guidineevallies in the public .priorities for

the missions of postsecondary institutions. Meritocratic principleS historically

\)0 i
have been predominant in American higher education. Institutions provided

. 1

pportunity to those they defined as quaftfied with outcomes determined 'by
--.

such actors as ability, persistence and motivation. During the sixties the

empha is on equal opportunity vas predicated on the assumption that equol

access .would result in comparably educated people. In, subtle ways the

concept of equality of opportunity came to be 'equated with the results of

education-tall students should perform equally oe the system was unjust-.

When
r-
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, remedial education and desegregation failed to proatice comparable results; the
, .

relaRatiOn of' standards was the alternative selected to get around 1§1e problem
. -(Bowden, 1981). Cohununity-colleges benefited, from the, eiiiithadis on access

be-cause they defined as socially desirable the practice of accepting students

regardless of their deficiencies and giving them a chancels

r .

Now, however, the pendulum' is swinging back toward 'meritocracy and

community colleges find themselves an the back of two hlrses galloping in
opposite directions. Much of the confusion about mission and identity stems

t
. from this dilemma. Minorities, are no longer graduating from segregated

school, sYstem,:and' are beginning to raise with some insistence the efikiestion Of

access to' what? (Olives, 1979) Legislators' are,, demonstratin limited

tolerance for educational inflation where students 'attend school for longer
periods of time. to avoid downward social.mobility: Those who earned'clegrees
.

when the possession of such credentials' implied" both a'higher level of literacy

and enh1nced employment 'opportunities have become disenchanted, with p

system that produces credentials uaranteeing neither and with increaser}

public costs. Of 'Course, the roots of many of these problems lie beyond

community colleges, but their impact does not,
.

f

Ddridg the past two decades community colleges have yigorously purs1ied the

. expansion of mission, and clientele. Leaders have operated under the

assimiption.that numbersand diversity would translate into political support

'and dollars., The events of these decades have left community colleges with
.

more part.ltime. students, who require the same-'services as full-time students

but....Who, do not generate the same revenues; with increasing numbers of

remedial students whose 'previous educational attainments make em more

PR102G5
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i costly to serve effective1/41y ; with a growing diversity of expensive services,

such-as child care centers, expanded financial' aid offices, tutors and learning
. . .

centers; and with greatly expanded delivery systems including .colleges without

\ walls, television media centers and other technological and human resource.
It ,

commitments. This explosion of clienteles, service, enrollments and delivery
.

i---....

C

systems has not been matched by corresponding' commitments of additional
;

' dollars from local, -state, or federal sources: Increasing 'adminis tive costs,

- reduced student service, declining book acquisitions and increased use of
lower paid adjunct faculty, all 'provide evidence of tension- between continued

expansion and available resources .

J

i

C

Two is,suespparamount concern have .arisen out of the confrontation between....--

increasingly ,constrained resource allocations and' the aspirations .0of the
.. . , .....-

.,
. .movement' for continuing growth and mission expansion. The first of these

involves quality, a topic that is only slighlty les painful for many community
.,

college leaders than w'as x for VictorianS. Given fixed resources, numbers

and quality, vary inversely: .the more you do of anything, the less likely you
-. _., ,are to do it, well. The assumption 'that 'quality can be held :constant by

k

increasing efficiency overlooks totally the labor intensive nature of higher -I

education as well at the fact that the community colleges are already
r

extraordinarily efficient institutions by most standards that can be applied.
..

.
The -second issue involves faculty commitment, defined as the ability 'to

. ,

reoognize educational prioritiel, agreement that ' priorities are appropriate,
t .

willingiless to contribute to priorities ,and a belief that progreA is being
1
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46.made' in their achievement', Faculty cornmitment is important because without
* ,'

it administrative priorities for change' can-not be translated into .eaucational

experiences for students.'/ i
'\f

It

Hirschman's three categories of "exii",""voice",' and "loyalty" are useful wlYs
. .

Exit means contributing to the minimum level

Loyally involves a behavioral commitment to

of depicting faculty commitment.

required to maintain membership

achieving ,ducational priorities

resistance 10 educationp i
(HirsChman, 190) Voice Implies overt

'ties: 1:11/{ee separate research sources (Cross,
1981; , Cohen and Brewer, 1977; Richards9 1.. al, 1981) as well' as From

fi
community college administrators, agree that the behavior of a majority of the

' -faculty in community colleges today is best characterized by the exit option.
4

-1.- Less than a fourth exhibit loyalty .,while a smaller percentage actively resist

administrative priorities'. The exit group is sometimes characterized by the
w

term "burn out" with is more acceptable socially-) It should be noted that ,-

exit faculty often maintain their commitment to their colleagues and to
./teaching students. they believe to be capable of benefiting from heir efforts.

t.
They arak simply unavailable to assist in impleMenting administrative priorities .

-...... . , . irr

The pressures 'of attempting to achieve new priorities with limited' resources

h,as proven frustrating to many faculty exhibiting 'loyalty. The movement.
.

js ems to be from loyalty to exit suggesing that- over time, given current
bility of employment, the number 'of faculty committed to achieving

institutional priqrities may continue to decline.

The continuous expansion of community college mission has thus been a strain,--, . .
on human as well as financial resources. Most full-time community college s

/

t
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faculty are well prepared to teach academic students who arl credible-

I.

'candidates' for the baccalaureate degree. A lesser numler have the

credible

and

ekperience -f.O. provide 'career related instruction. Few have either the

competence or commitment to work With students 'whose lack a literacy skills
. . ..1 , suggest their accomplishments will .probably never exceed 'modest improvements

in reading or writing.
)

\ .

Few states have analyzed the costs of dealing With seriously under - prepared

students. The more common approach, as in/ Arizona, has been to fuhdi
,remedial efforts through, the same formula as the transfer program. ' Since

1
effective services 'to the undeh-prepared, the handicapped or other special

_

s
,

. .....groups are often more , costly 'than teaching transfer students ,' some of the
-10...

costs of mission expansion hate been funded by -taking resources awal from
existing programs through such techniques as using more part-time faculty

. and establishing higher minimum number to keep advanced classes.
,./

.. ,
Faculty have been affected by this process in several ways .

- 1
,. /

--)
1. Wh'ere icuIy have been willing to ,contribute to the d4elopment of

le- .

/

r

p

\

new pr6grams and services to 'meet the needs, of new clientele, the .

financial resourcesresources 'hve commonly been less than the minimums they. \,.
judged .pecestary for . effective programs rebuking in feelings of

frustration.
1

.2 The extensive use of adjuncts has been justified by pointing to
,

-
_______...--"Ar

I
PR102G8*
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student evaluations which report no significant differences in '

i
student' satisfaction( between classes taught by part-timers and those

40' by the full-time staff. This has led to projalems of-of self-iniagge for

Mb
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full-time faculty who interpret these statements. as 'implying that

anysine can come in off the street arid 'with little or no preparation

do at well. as thei7.

3. Perhaps most important of all, faculty pee themselves increasingly in

a nbrn situaition. They have more .students who have, more

serious deficigncies and they re extfected to teach them effectively

with fewer resource,s.

faculty question their opportunities for ,success aNd find the odds

One result has been loss of commitment as

against them lengthening .

Bob Mctabe, Chancellor of Miami-Dade Community College, summarized the

problem this way in, a recent interview: "I wouldn't know how to deal with a

class if I had peop reading on a fifth trade level who were trying to"
,compete in a %college level class. I don't think our factilty do either. We

.

ckscouraged many, good faculty by puttirrithem in a position where they
really, couldn't do a good, job.' *If there is anything that can ruin an
insti4ution, it is taking away from facility the ability to succeed." (Dubocq.

1981) '2

The community college is at an historic crossroad in terms of its mission..

One' route leans, toward the folk school .organized round the needs of adults
and focuses on cultural or vocational interes 's not requiring degree

attainment. The 'second and more historic rout Ives concentration on

programs and services designed 0 assist students attar the baccalaureate

degree or entry to' an occupation tlat could not t,ave been attained without

education beyond the high ,schoot. The basic incompatibility ,'of" "here two
.

.

directions under conditions of sfiscal restraint is evidenced not only by the

PR102G9
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tension_ s which currently surround discussions of community college -missions",

but by the arrangements that Nve evolvie,d, in other nations for adult
conthminil education. In Germany, Denmark, Sweden, the Netherlands and
other Western 1, Opean countries, separate institutions have been established
to meet the needs f part-time adult students whose interests, are not degree
oriented. In the American community college, "the all things to all, people"
perspective may eventually need to give way to a more focused set of
purposes.

fg

The choice for many community colleges is to continue their present course
toward becoming folk schools or to narrow their' fpcus by -returning to- an
earlier set of priorities ...4 This issue Is directly', related to concerns arftt
quality as well as the decline in faculty commitment. Many faculty 'believe

0
that the , transfer function and cai-e.e.r education should be core concerns.
They do not agree that mission expansion has been accomplished without

declines in 'quality, and they refuse to support new responses or the, latest
administrative innovation`. Many administrators, on the other hand, believe

mission expansion is both desirable and necessary. If fill-time faculty will
not- cooperate, they will find .parl-time faculty who till. They believe the

/ , 0 .
.nature of the experience they offer' is not significantly altered by the methods

,',, 0
.,. they 'employ. The. detertninition, of which of these two direOtions isr

, preferable, hinges on one's -conception of why community colleges were

mounded and why they receive support from public sources.

(
Historically, community colleges were established to, provide access to

postsecOndary education for low income students, for those wh.ose academic
preparation WaS unaistituished and for, those who were limited tqoa. specific

PR102G10
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geographic locale. Access meant the opportunity ,tp attain the 'first two years

of a baccalaureate degree 'or to achieve entrli level skills .for an occupation\ 4
. /Attiring advanced training be and the secondary schOol. It did not mean
providing additional opportunities for people to learn how to play bridge,
decorate cakes

transferring the

or repair automobiles fcrr fun ,3tid 'profit.

costs pf preparing nurses from hospitals

It did not mean'

td property, taxes, .

,nor did mean 'subsidizing ,businesses and industry by, providing on-site
,education for employees. Likewise, it 'd'id not mean assuming responsibility

for helping remedial adults to self-actualize 'through programs where, the

objective was retention' rather than definable progress-toward degrees.

.As historic missions have -teased to provide the growth to wilich community

colleges have berraccustomed, new missions, have been sought. The process

is not unique to community colleges. Institutions, once e§tablished, take on a
life of their own and seek expanded responsibilities to insure- their continuing

well-being. When polio was conquered in the mid-fifties, the March of Dime\s

turner its attention to birth defects. So it has been with community colleges.

As original Missions ceased to provide the needed grown, new missions have-
diner_zzelir,This is not to say that the new needs are unimportant or that they

should not be addressed. It is. to say that in responding to new needs, it 'is

importance" not to lose sight of original purposes or to jeopardize the quality

with, which thoSei'purposes are achieved by attempting more good things at
.

any given time than constituents are 411ing to support.
. .

A

How . can trustees of Arizona community colleges address these isles ?, Some

or all of the following alternatives might be considered:

4
PR102011
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Work with the :gtate Board in its current effort: to review its mission

and scope statement for community colleges , and to rewrite. it in
operational terms ., If meaningful discussion about mission are to
take, place with legislators;, facility or other constituent,
definitions must-, be- sufficiently. precise to permit. a deter=ier/- .

.8 particular act4ity 'does ac 'does not fi; within a speci
mission..

. '
2: Encourage. administrators to experiment with. establishing priorities...

tion of

. by determining, which among She mem', services and- 'aetiviti

offered are- the most essential to their community: While the mission

anki scope statement should be the'esanie fOr all community colleges

in a state, ,institutional -priorities should vary depending up the

characteristics

rds should

community represtatives, faculty and students".

lb

of the local community. In establishing priorities,
Iconsult with a wide range *of constituents including

Ask adminiitrators to determine' the inputs and outcomes..fiecessary
. .

to ensure the leveitof quality -considered appropriate in priority
programs . Inputs include such characteristics as faculty
qualifications, class size and support services. Output variables
involve ,measures of student achievement and persistency.

Ask for inform-ation about the costs, necessary to), aciiieve the level
1

of quality considered essential.

5. dommunicate an emphasis on quality, the assISciated costs and the
tons4quences of alternative funding levels to legislators and -other
funding sources.

6.. Consider offering only the - amount of instruction that .can
accomplished the necessary level of quality with the funds

S

PR102G12 13
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provided. This will be difficult because it assumes funding will be

less than amounts requested and that the logical, response, is to

serve fewer students, that is to say, make reductions in quantity
'rather than quality.

if7. . Take a' careful look at the courses offered on a self-supporting.
7basis. The theory has ' been that' the general public and -the

4iegislatitfe have no business quest /pining such course offerings as
-.

belly-dandng end dog obedience if boards are able to demonstrate. . .
,..

through accounting procedures that such courseetio not result. in
the expediture of tax 'dollars.. The Breneman study suggest that a

few courses of this type in each state generate a disproportionate
amount of adverse eaction. (Breneman and Nelson, 1981)

TruStees should raise the question of whether the ;cost of some of
1

the nurses offered, in terms of public credibility and support
excee the -value of offering them.

,of '4511 the alternatives open to board members, however, the most important,..

.
.

may well hejthe questions they , ask about the institutions they govern. The
it -. t

fuestion foremost in .

A

seyer,a1 years has been,

the meetings I have attended 'during the past

ow do we get more money to .carry out our mission
. as we now define it?" Perhaps the time is near when it be- more

I - reimportant to ask, "Given available sources; what priorities Should we
.' consider to make certain we do really important jobs\ well."

. '4.

In the final analysis, trustees have the responsibility for determining the
appropriate balance between new and traditional missions. The job has never
been more important. Unless the istue° is addresse omptly. and rigorously,

the t 11,te,,rttle may well be preempted by legislative dictates.

PR102G13
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